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"THE ROBE" STINKS! 
Hollywood's fight against TV has 
come to another climax. There hove 
been climaxes before, but now that TV 
has reached the stage where colour pro-
ductions ore not only possible, but also 
definitely planned by cool-headed busi-
nessmen, cinema producers in Hollywood 
literally fall all over themselves in a mod 
scramble for newer, better, more extra-
ordinary ideas and devices to win bock 
the movie-going public . Now, if you hove 
a TV set, you ore in a position to choose. 
If, however, you belong to that quite 
considerable portion of the population 
who refuse to hove their home turned 
into a constantly shaded private cinema, 
then you should be concerned. What 
kind of pictures ore we getting right 
now? If you think that the competition 
between TV and Hollywood has improved 
pictures in general (which you perhaps 
expected), a few points may help to 
awoken you from that delusion. Here is 
a random survey of cinema advertising 
slogans: "Colossal" story; "glorious" col-
our; " more-genu ine-than life" presenta-
tion; ,,deeper" dimension; ''panoramic/' 
views; "breath-taking" realism . And if 
you "don't wont to miss THE picture c . 
a lifetime," you hod better go. So you 
do go. And what do you see? Just what 
was advertised to be sure, only hardly 
ever more than mere entertainment. 
And very often you don't even get 
that because of those uncomfortable god-
gets (remember the headache after o 
3-D picture?). This, then, seems to be 
the trend in pictures today: fight a 
gadget (TV) with other gadgets ("glor-
ious" colour ... "deeper" dimension ... 
etc. etc .). 
Let's hope that this stage in the fight 
TV vs. Hollywood posses as quickly as 
the preceding ones. There hove been 
other stages, you know. No dC:ubt you'll 
remember the newspaper stories about 
the cancellations of contracts with stars 
by Hollywood producers? Well, that was 
one stage. The next was the "era of 
the new face" on the screen. That pass-
ed over, too. (Marilyn can 't be called 
a "new face", eh fans?). Then come the 
period of the "sure-fire" box-office at-
tractions. We got the "nob le lone hero" 
Wayne, we "relished" luridly "attract-
ive" Hayworth; we moistened our lips 
at "curvocious" Marilyn; and recently 
' our girls were given a chance to swoon 
at the sight of Goble 's "bony legs. " 
Curiously, these "sure-fire" attractions 
ore now increasing in numbers; before 
long all cancelled contracts will be re-
newed. Maybe we'll get rid of a few 
through the McCarron Act (so it's useful 
·after all .. . ), but we can't rely on that 
too much . 
Now we could become reconciled to 
"this renaissance of stardom, if at the 
some time we would get better pictures; 
but we definitely don't! There were a 
few good movies recently, toke " Lili " or 
"From Here to Eternity," but the gen-
eral niveou in pictures has lately been 
rapidly deteriorating . It seems that the 
prime consideration of movie-makers to-
day is money, and not " ors gratia ortis," 
as some still falsely profess. And money-
making pictures ore manufactured after 
a recipe : toke a little sex, odd a little 
heartbreak, blend in a bit of religion, 
mix with a lot of popular music, stir 
well, then season with a bit of swash·· 
buckling or uppercuts. Then, before Y'?U 
give it to the public, assure them that 
this is the picture of the year; then throw 
it at them (raised prices olwoys help) 
and they will swallow it before they real-
ize that they hove been token for a 
ride. 
Let's toke on example of o picture 
that has been mode after this recipe; 
let's toke a Waterloo College favourite: 
"The Robe. " There might be a few 
among you who still think that it is a 
great picture. Well, I think it stinks!! 
I have seldom seen such wishwosh. There 
is no plot, there ore no characters, 
there is nothing that makes a story of 
0 great story, and there is a lot that 
con and does pull a really great story 
into the mire. After I hod seen " The 
(Continued on page 20) 
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EDITORS' NOTES 
OUR FIRST ISSUE 
This is the first issue of the Cord by 
the new staff. We do hope that it meets 
with your approval. The staff has work-
ed hard in an attempt to satisfy you. 
Constructive criticisms are welcome. 
THE COVER 
The cover this month is the result of 
the combined efforts of the Art and 
Photography editor John Mergler, and 
the editor-in-chief. This is John's first 
experience with magazine cover work, 
and I think you will agree that he has 
done very well. John also took the photo-
graph appearing on the editorial page. 
EL GOODO 
Dr. Jean Cross has contributed a very 
interesting article on Spain. This is Dr. 
Cross's first article in the College Cord. 
Dr. Cross generously gave of her leisure 
time to submit this splendid story. 
EL STORY 
Michael Wagner, retiring S.L.E. Presi-
dent, and former assistant Cord editor, 
has submitted an excellent story entitled 
"The Matador". It took o good deal of 
persuading, but he finally broke down. 
Thanks Mike. 
POETRY 
Three of our poets hove come up with 
some very appealing work; each poem 
has an entirely different approach. They 
are well worth reading so do not miss 
this treat. 
AUTOGRAPHS 
For the first time, the Cord is featur-
ing an autograph and memo page in its 
final issue for this year. This page is 
located ot the back of the book, and is 
the brain-child of Miss Nicholson and 
Ye Olde Editor. The fact that this page 
is the product of accident more than de-
sign is not to be discussed here. 
SPORTS 
Our new Sports Editor Scotty Ferguson 
has done an excellent job of reporting on 
the past year's events. His style is re-
freshing and the future reports look 
promising for this sample. 
UNITED NATIONS 
Paul Class reports on his trip ' to New 
York. What happened to Paul and his 
friends shouldn't happen to Liberace. 
Don't miss it in this issue. 
APRIL IN DENMARK 
An amusin' and confusin' article by 
Betty Mannerow. If you haven't been 
typed yet, take your pick. This article rs 
a real charmer. 
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Seminary 
Another year has swiftly passed. To 
the Seminary it hos brought o Junior 
Closs of eleven would-be pastors, the 
largest class Waterloo Seminary has ever 
had in a single year. The Middlers ore 
just two in number and both of these 
hoi! from that country to the south, 
NOVA SCOTIA. 
Our Senior Closs, thi s year's gradu-
ating class, is composed of three, and 
once again under the guidance of our 
excellent faculty, three embryo pastors 
stand at the threshold of their ministries. 
What will the future hold for these 
three? Whatever is in store for them, we 
ore sure after seeing them in action for 
the post three years, that if they meet 
every problem and trial with the some 
patience, determinedness, and enthusi-
asm with which they hove tackled their 
studies during their Seminary years, 
nothing con stop any of them from 
having a most successful ministry. 
Godfrey R. Oelsner, B.A ., come :o 
Waterloo in 1948 after spending his first 
1-6 years in Canada as a clerk and, later 
as on interior decorator. Born (censored) 
years ago in Eibenstock, Germany, where 
he received his high school education, 
he entered Canada in 1932. Godfrey 
entered Waterl oo College in '48 and 
Seminary in '51. He has accepted a call 
to the Moynooth-Raglon Parish. 
Norman L. Longe, B.A. , a westerner, 
but one of the better types, hails from 
Millet, Alto . His high-schooling was at 
Concordia College; he received his B.A. 
from the University of Alberto, at Ed-
monton, after taking the first year at 
Saskatoon . He entered Waterloo Semin-
ary in 1951, and has now accepted a 
call from the Ronkin-Woito-Bonnechere 
Parish. He and Godfrey will be neigh-
bours in the Eastern Conference of the 
Canada Synod . 
Eric R. Schultz, B.A., the baby of 
the graduating class (in age only), was 
born in the parish that Norm is taking 
over. At the present time he and his 
mother live in Waterloo. He entered the 
College in 1947 and the Seminary in 
'51 . He has accepted a call to the Ellice 
Parish. Ellice is only a short drive from 
Waterloo and we should be seeing more 
of Eric next year . 
We shall miss all three. Eric has al-
ways been ready to toke over the chapel 
organist's duties at a minute's notice, 
and we shall miss his capable hands at 
the Console. Norm, always laughing, will 
certainly be missed in the ' dorm. His 
door was always open, and. his infecti-
ous giggle always was a cheery note 
along the upper hallways. Godfrey, the 
eldest, was a firm rock lo whom the 
whole Sem. turned at times because no 
matter how often we threatened to go 
off the deep end, Godfrey was always 
there with his sound advice to hold us 
in check. 
We all did our best to interest the 
three of them from time to time in the 
fair sex. However, to dote, we have all 
foiled miserably as their marital status 
to dote proves. We only hope that the 
females in their new charges ore all la -
dies and riot vieing for their favours .-
Good ' hunting, fellows. 
We who ore left behind ore filled with 
envy and at the same time owe at what 
these three ore now about to do. All 
three hove expressed doubts lately as to 
their ability. However, a hurried poll of 
their Seminary classmates has foiled to 
(Continued on page 24 ) 
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DEAD WEEK 
by Hugh W . McKervi ll 
What icy hand has gripped my friends 
To choke their laugh-1 eplace with sigh: 
And why do I alone in silent halls 
Stand begging far a ward as they pass 
by. 
A week ago we harmonized. 
T'was "Sweet Sixteen," I well recall 
We sang it in our favourite hall. 
But whispers now is all those walls re-
sound. 
With anguish in my heart I see 
Those handsome heads o'er papers bent. 
They once did search the sky and 
breathe fresh air; 
When well , their time on greater t h ings 
was spent. 
But now a page of words is all their 
world 
A dingy cell their habitat; 
A furrowed brow is victor over smile, 
And far off gaze when from their world 
unbent. 
What vice had they to suffer thus 
What virtue I, that providence 
Has been so kind to whisper low 
And warn me of th is dreadful foe. 
I must escape before the plague 
With passion overflowed beyond control 
Embraces me and slays my happy state, 
Then swells his list of Lost with one 
more soul. 
Besides I have some work to do. 
The English test is almost due. 
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LIFE INSURANCE and . 
ANNUITIES 
GEO. BECKER 
Manager 
HOME OFFICE BRANCH 
P AND G DRIVEL 
With full aw~reness that I might be 
tagged with an "obsessive compulsion 
complex" I have again undetraken to 
provide Mr. G. O'Connor with a short 
article on the P c'"d G Show. 
I'm certain that all of you peruse t he 
Newsweekly so carefully that I need say 
little about the Show itself other than 
that our FalstaNian Ryerson, after being 
duly abused, threatened and exhorted 
has started an avalanche of scripts, lay-
outs, ideas, which seem to be coming 
in an unending flow . . FLOW??? 
RYERSON. 
At the present time, however, I must 
admit that things have been on ice until 
we can get confirmation of certain of 
the arrangerY'ents . We are in the pro-
cess of consolidating the arrangements 
and enlisting available personnel. 
This personnel item is our biggest 
problem and, consequently, I hope to 
use this space to get in a couple of 
plugs. As you all know, I hope, we are 
supposed to be a little more mature??? 
than high school students; therefore, we 
shouldn't have to use high school tactics 
in interesting individuals in the Show. 
If you feel (in all modesty) that you are 
going to be of incalculable service to the 
Show or if you even aspire to stage 
hand's positions, please contact anyone 
concerned with the Show. Someone, I'm 
certain, will ·listen to your plea and abate 
your hunger for the great white lights. 
So far we have been gratified by the 
response to our promotion and, while 
speaking of promotion, the Freshmen of 
the new year are to be kept in mind. 
They, particularly the girls, are needed 
badly and here's where everyone comes 
in. The success of the show depends 
upon the word-of-mouth advertising giv-
en by each and every student here. I 
stress, particularly, the influence the 
Casanovas, Don Juans, and general ap-
preciators of woman-kind can have upon 
the fresh, naive, and beautiful Fresh-
ettes. Here, now, I've given you an ex-
cuse. See what can be done 
Well , that's two hundred words and, 
after the way O' Connor's treated me, 
I'm not going to say any more. After 
all, I do have some pride. 
J. H. 
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Editorial 
The Grad· class, which seems to grow 
larger every year, is again sta nding on 
the brink of to-morrow; the ir diplomas 
in their hands, the-ir hearts in their 
mouths, and their bottoms scra ped--out 
of their barrels . And this year, as last 
year, it is painful to see you go. Fergie 
and I are going to cry hard. But what-
ever you do and wherever you go, we'll 
be thinking of you·. I have a suspicion 
that the Administration is proud of you. 
I know defin itely that your fellows most 
certainly are. 
Whereve r you go, go with God. Re-
member what Wate rl oo College means to 
you, and the place which it fills in your 
hearts, remember too that your Alma 
Mater has vast ly contributed to the de-
velopment of you r personality. To quote 
Walt Whitman, " It is native personality 
and that a lone, that endows a ma n to 
sta nd before presidents or generals, or in 
any distinguished collection with aplomb 
-and not culture, o r any know ledge, or 
intellect whatever." 
We know that you wi ll each in your 
chosen voca tion be successful , and that 
you will be wel l equipped to stand be-
fore any company and command respect. 
Best wishes from the remnant Ill 
Two tremendous campaigns were el i-
1. 
maxed this month in the election of a 
new S.L.E. President. The contes tants, 
Neville Bishop and Hank Stewart, waged 
exciting campaigns, each endeavouring 
to better the other. It is doubtful that 
such campaigning has a para llel in the 
p::~ s t history of this College. Every single 
day produced a new idea for one s ide o r 
the other, even to the point of introduc-
ing a trial TV set to bol ster votes. The 
contestants were able to view themse lves 
over CKCO-TV thanks to the interest of 
thi s station in Waterloo College. Neville 
Bi shop emerged the victor, but the mar-
gin was slight. 
T he past year has seen five new full-
time Professors added to our Facu lt y. 
Doctors Cross, McKay and Bream, and 
Professors Metzger and Adams. Each, in 
his or her own inimitable fashion , has 
added to the pleasure of lectures former-
ly sneezed at . We have a ll enjoyed hav-
ing you with us and hope that you too 
will return next year. 
The few weeks that lie ahead are go-
ing to be weeks jammed full of ulcers, 
a spirins, headaches, and tears. The 
cn~ases in youthful brows will be furrow-
ed skull-deep, and hours and hours of 
hours and hours will be spent cramming 
facts into crannies that forge t what they 
were meant 'tor . Its going to be rough 
and rugged, but don' t get off of the 
ship in the storm, because that is usu-
ally the time you get carried away. 
Anyhow, Autumn will be here soon, the 
finals wi ll be behind you, and you may 
even discover that you managed to fall 
in love during recess. They tell me that 
love makes the world go round; but then, 
so d::>es a good swallow of to~acco juice. 
' 
FOR THE FINEST FUELS 
call 
2-7537 - 6-6372 
COAL - COKE - FUEL OIL 
KITCHENER COAL COMPANY LIMITED 
223 Courtland Ave. East 
"Our fuel makes worm friends" 
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ESPANA 
It is significant that from her earliest 
times those who have once looked upon 
Spain have coveted her. Once inside the 
!imits of the Jberian penin'!;ula visitors 
have liked their surro'tndi ngs so well 
that often bloodshed has been necessary 
to persuade them to withdraw. Fortunate-
ly for the current influx of tourists, free-
lance writers, and couples looking for 
suitable homes after retirement, the au -
thorities no :anger resort to such drastic 
measures of expul sion. If they did, there 
would be a multitude of broken hearts . 
For to anyone chafing somewhat at 
the less engaging biproducts of a pro-
gressive age, Spain still offers a haven 
from haste, it is a nation which charms 
and puzzles. Over the centuries her solid 
core has seemed to resi st surface sc ratch-
es. So often did her conquerors eventual-
ly become her converts. And when the 
occu pati on was over, victors had come 
to love the vanquished, who appeared 
so in name on ly . Spain emerged mirac-
ulous ly intact, her essence enriched 
rather than replaced by that of domin-
ating races. 
The earliest arrivals in the peninsula 
were the Iberians who entered from the 
north-east, by land. They gave the coun-
try its first known name. Between 1500 
and 500 B.C. Phoenici an and Greek 
ships hove in sight off both her Medit-
erranean and Atlantic coasts and left 
quite certain imprints, particularly in 
the Balearic Islands and on the Levan-
tine coast. 
Again down from the north came 
the Celts who mingled racially with the 
Iberians a nd whom many believe were 
the o riginal settlers of the Basque prov-
inces. After them, the Carthaginians. 
These were scarcely well installed 
when their rights of ownersh ip were vio-
lently challenged by the Romans in the 
course of the Punic Wars. The Roman 
triumph launched Spain on her first 
great era of economic and maritime 
prosperity, and thanks to the Romans 
she became Christianized in the first 
century A.D. at the time of the Empe ror 
Trojan . 
The Romans enjoyed rather a longer 
tenancy than most, and it was only after 
several centuries that they were van-
quished by the Barbarians. Specifically, 
these were the Vandals and the Visi-
goths. The former gave their name, and 
it became definitive, to that great re-
gion which occupies almost the entire 
half of Spain, Andalucia, calling it ori-
ginally " Vandalusia ." 
A new era began in 71 1 when up the 
heights at Torifo, at the extreme south-
ern tip of Spain, came the Arabs who 
had swept rapidly across from North 
Africa. This last lengthy pe riod of for-
eign domination was ended in 1492 
when eight centuries of Reconquest were 
finally sealed by the taking of the city 
of Granada. 
It is difficult to realize as your train 
crosses on a precariously narrow strip, 
cramped as a country lane, between the 
gleaming salt marshes near Cadiz (ac-
cented on the first syllable), that nearly 
three thousand years ago (11 00 B.C. ) 
the Phoenicians landed there. And that 
in 1587 Francis Droke looked back on 
a line of flaming docksides before lead-
ing home his company of triumphant 
Elizabethans. It was not for away, too, 
that another famous admiral , some two 
hundred years later, delivered himself 
of a famous message and died, off Cape 
Trafalgar. 
Within that small Iberian peninsula, 
roughly equal in size to the province of 
Ontario, many have died for what they 
believed to be great causes. The Moors 
(Arabs) were perhaps the most tenacious 
of their treasure, and had to be dislodg-
ed almost inch by inch. It is said that 
they wept when they were finally driven 
\ 
out. 
Considered from their point of view, 
it would have been strange had they 
done otherwise. Some of their finest ar-
tistry had to be left behind. They were 
being expeJied from the land in which 
they had established cal iphates which 
had become legendary in Arabian folk -
lore. It must have been unbearably diffi-
cult to look out from the galleries of the 
Alhambra for the last time, or to walk 
(Continued on page 1 8) 
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NOW THAT APRIL'S HERE 
Spring! 
• And the flowers peek out, 
And the rain pelts down, 
And floods the town . 
Spring! 
And the warm winds blow, 
And the T.V. aerials come down, 
And the trees come down, 
And the tornado comes 
And wrecks the town. 
Spring! 
And the sun shines bright, 
And the bombs still bust, 
And I fear we must 
by C. Piellusch 
Be showered with radioactive dust 
Till we're all disfigured, 
Dis-healthed and dis-lifed. 
,A.h, Spring! 
For fashions that rate college cheers 
shop at 
GOU~ 
TELEPHONE 3-3631 
Quality and Service Since 1909 
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STATIC BY WALDO 
WELL, well, 'bout time we got a little 
new blood in this hyor '~arks, ~n' I guess 
its me or I or sumpin' with my forty 
proof plasma. They tell me there 's a 
rumour about these hollowed halls that 
yours truly's writing this thing next year, 
so I thought I'd discourage you now in-
stead of embittering you at the first of a 
brand new term. 
It seems that a week or two ago the 
faculty got cross at the Spo:1ish class, so 
to speak, and the old grim reaper, ex-
oms, put a few staunch olummnos, that's 
student or pool shark or sumpin' in 
Spanish, down in the scholastic cellor-
oh well, kiddies-welcome to the clu ~. 
Hey, whot'cho doin' about the P&G 
show these days; old Boi.ser HOl•'ier 
(that's John, you know), says, "Let's 
give us a hand, and pitch in if we need 
you." He's not kidding either, so if you 
sing, donee, or ploy a hot susofone, 
come and see us-we may even need 
a fourth fo r bridge at one of the meet-
ings:-Remember, hes itate and you per-
ish-come to think of it, ·so does the 
Purple and Gold! 
A certain individual, who shall be 
known here under the pseudonym of 
Spike, begs to inform another certain 
individual , with a weakness for giving 
advice, that not only is "Jesus Loves 
Me" his favorite song, but that he is 
planning to attend chapel beginning May 
15th. 
The other day in boo science I hap-
pened to look up from my Mickey Spil-
lane long enough to hear that the num-
ber of soldiers varies directly as the 
number of spinsters 'cause spinsters keep 
cots whic~ eat mice, n ' then if the mices 
is all et they can ' t eat beez which pol-
linate clover or ragweed or sumpin', n' 
then there's more vegetotobobbles to 
grow bigger and better cows n' stuff n' 
then, conseq uently there 's more beef to 
grow bigger n' better soldiers-thorfour 
if'n more girls would try to get their 
doctorate ~ in sanskrit instead of taking 
Static 
their hono;Jrs. Mrs. We 'd beat Russia-
but, you know, in Chino and places they 
don't hove this problem 'cause every-
body eats the cots n' the mice too--l 
think they even eat the spinsters-isn't 
that interesting hmmmm. ;: 
It seems that everyone who writes at 
this time of the year is supposed to re-
mind the scholars just what time of the 
year it is, and to stop learning things 
and to get that studying done-so here 
goes. You know, as I sit here before my 
scrolls, stylus in hand, the kolendor 
(that's the Anglican spelling) looms om-
inously above me-about eight days be-
fore dead-week-I guess I ought to start 
doing my homework at least. Incidently, 
the faculty is offering, this week only, 
a monster bargain to all those who find 
that scholastic pursuits interfere with 
their extracurricular activities - FAIL 
NOW-AVOID THE MAY RUSH.-But 
honestly, peoples, it is getting late-hey, 
what do I core-by the time you see this 
it will be really too late and then it won't 
matter, ho, ho ho.-Ah well, things ore 
tough all over (J think the Latin for 
that is "sic transit gloria Tuesday," or 
sumpin'.). 
Oh, by the way, I'm writing this in 
biology class, and, boy, is that stuff in-
teresting, we' r studying evolooshun and 
did you know that if a blacksmith with 
a strong right arm catches a blind fish, 
his red-haired son will hove a giraffe 
with on exceptionally long neck! How-
ever, much as I like this subject, I just 
can ' t help feeling I' m not doing my best 
-but then I'm a p~fectionist. 
I think I'll let you in on some of the 
goy repartee I hear around our old Alma 
Mudder-this n oonths understatement of 
the month is by J . W . H. who says 
"Doug Threm:!yle's cor is a blue thing!" 
If you don't mind terribly (but per-
sonally I don't core 'cause I' m going to 
do it whether you like it or not) I' m go-
ing to record some interesting libelous 
little things I've experienced lately. 
Movies - Sow two dillies last week. 
(Continued on page 22) 
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The Story for 1953-54 
At the time of reading this article, all 
sporting activity in the old Alma Mater 
will have come to a close, and only 
memories of the past season will remain 
in the now-crammed heads of those an-
ticipating the ordeal ahead. 
A reminiscence of the year in "col-
lege" sports will complete the picture 
for 1953-54. 
FOOTBALL 
This was the premier sport, and the 
Mules put up a good showing, even 
though they were somewhat confused by 
the backward running of their "Nick 
Volpe prodigee". Kipp was the hero of 
the 3-2 win over Huron with his last 
quarter field goal. 
TRACK 
Late in October our volunteer Track 
team entered the Inter-collegiate Track 
Meet at Guelph . Taciuk was the individ-
ual champ of the day with 13 points, 
winning the 220 and 440. "Spike" Mc-
Nair placed first in the discuss throw 
and shot-put. 
BASKETBALL (Bobs) 
The Senior Mules had one of their 
best seasons. They bowed out in the 
finals to Guelph, just lacking that final 
:·ouch. During the year they defeated 
such teams as Trinity, Ryerson, and Mc-
Master in exhibition play. 
The Industrial team ended up in first 
place in the "Y" league, due to the con-
stant scoring of the "Pembroke Trio". 
HOCKEY 
Well , they just didn't have it in hock-
ey. They defeated the Alumni , though, 
and that was a boost. 
Klym was the backbone of the team, 
with "Crazy-legs" Birrell looking after 
the u'efence. Binhammer added a few 
laughs, especially with his penalty shot 
that almost wrecked the poor goalie. 
Next year???? 
BADMINTON 
There isn ' t too much to say about 
the bird game .. . only that there wasn't 
(Continued on page 22) 
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Literary 
The Matador 
With a red cape in one hand and a 
mul eta in the a ther, Sidney faced the 
bull . They stared at each ather as the 
crowd roared, urging him an to the kill. 
But what was he to do? He had never 
killed a bull before. Suddenl y it rushed 
towards him, gaining speed, and he 
could not move in time . . . and then 
he was floating through the air. 
Sidney was an American who had 
le ft Brook lyn to seek fame ·and fortune 
south of the border. In a restaurant in 
Mexico City which was a hangout fo r 
bullfighters and the ir friends, Pedro, 
Miguel and Juan were making fun of 
Si~ney . 
" But my fri end, you know Americans 
cannot fight bulls." 
" Oh yeah! What's sa hard about kill-
ing a bull?" said Sidney. " But you don 't 
a.mdersta nd," said Migue l. " Americans 
have neve r been bull fighters and never 
will be. It is something common only to 
the Spanish-speaking world." 
" That 's crazy! It 's just a matter of 
humans ove r animals, that' s all ," said 
Sidney a s he rose fro.m the · table. He 
was fed up with all this guff about the 
superio rity of the Sp~n i ards : ' "And what's 
more, I'll bet I could even kill a bull. " 
Miguel laughed, "Now the converso-
• tion is becoming ' fanta st ico'." 
" That does it" yel led Sidney. I' ll prove 
it to you. I'll ki ll a bull myse lf!" 
Pedro's jaw dropped. Juan turned pa le . 
" Are you serious?" they asked. 
" Certainly. " 
"But you haven ' t any experience," 
said Juan, to which Miguel added, "If 
you really want to kill a bull I will in-
troduce you to Rudolfo Gaona , the 
greatest bullfighte r in all Mexico. He will 
teach you how to pe rform in the arena. 
For if you have decided to die, you may 
a s well die with dignity." 
" Are you hurt? Can you hear me? " 
the swordhandler insisted. " What? 
Where am I? Oh, my chest!" 
Another matador remarked, "You are 
lucky, it was only the flat of the horns 
that caught you ." . 
Sidney looked around and there was 
the bull waiting for him . He had to go 
back for the kill. The crowd was becom-
ing impatient. The bull quickly charged 
again and once more ~idney moved too 
late. Darkness covered him again . 
As they approached the elegant bull-
fighter's mansion, Sidney became 
frightened, but his friends pushed him 
on . 
" Sa you want me to teach you how to 
kill a bull?" said the matador sceptically. 
He called an attendant who returned with 
several brilliantly embroidered red capes 
and some narrow swords called mul etas 
which were used to kill the bull. 
" Pick the sword and cape you would 
use ," said the gentleman . Sidney was 
bewildered. They all looked the same 
to him . So, trusting to luck, he closed 
his eyes and picked one. 
"Ole! Ole! cried Gaonc, wildly and 
happily. " You have chosen the best. You 
have the instinct, my friend . We will 
make a great bullfighter out of you." 
For three weeks Gaona taught Sidney 
the basic routines, how to work the cape 
ond lure the bull. Then one day he re-
ceived word he was to appear in the 
arena next Sunday. 
On the appointed day, in the· warm 
afte;rnoon sun, Sidney stepped into the 
bull ring . The white sand dazzled his 
eyes for a moment, then he looked 
around. It was a tremendous sight-ali,ve 
and brilliant with red, black and gold 
colours. The arena was filled to capacity; 
the peons and workers sitting in the top 
half of the stands and the rich land 
owners in the boxes with their beautiful 
senoritas, gorgeously dressed in flowing 
lace. Everywhere there was excitement, 
music and colour. It thril'!d him as he 
had never been thrilled before, until the 
announcement that he was supposed to 
kill the next bull was heard. Then he 
(Continued on page 21 ) 
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MUSING 
Just outside my window Spring is run-
ning the gamut of its -annual debut. The 
sun, from beh ind some fleecy clouds, is 
plqyfully beam ing on a few splotches of 
snow stil l left on the lawns. A pair of 
robins is lustily fliting about. A squirrel 
is peeking at me from a nea r-by tree. 
Some boys have resurrected their base-
ball gloves from underneath o wi nter 's 
collection of newspapers, and are noisily 
engaged in taking thei r turn at wind-
mill pitching on the st reet. The girls are 
out too-skipping, of course. A lady just 
walked by. Her face bore on exp ression 
of satisfaction and contentmen t. Small 
wohder; under her arm she carried a n 
Easter-decorated hat box. 
Now can you picture me-a student 
-trying to concentrate on my studies 
when all this is transpiring within my 
view? Such is the disconcerting truth. 
On either sice of me rises a stack of 
musty, yellowed, old history books. Yes, 
I'll face it! I still have not completed my 
hi story term-paper! But before I go at it 
again, I must share o thought with you 
-inspired by a history book, mind you! 
I am writing o paper an the un iversiti es 
of the Mi ddle Ages. Many interesting 
comparisons con be made between these 
first institutions of higher learning and 
our present universities. Though points 
of difference ore innumerable, one thing 
has remained the same-the attitude of 
the students. One historian writes of 
those medieval sc.holors: "If among 
some older professional students there 
was such a determination to learn that 
on ineffective teacher was fined or dis-
charged, among the younge r arts stu-
dents we find ~ome ev idence of a feel-
ing not unknown today among under-
graduates, namely, that o university 
without any professors wou ld be on idyl -
lic spot." 
Is the statement ' justified that we, to-
day-at Waterloo College, for instance 
-think of our professors merely as es-
(Continued on page 1 9) 
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The UN - 'vhat it 
means to us · 
·i~' 
~-~ 
l , 
As most of you know, four breve souls, 
namely Rev. Durst, Earl Wolff, Wally 
Klym and yours truly, of this institution, 
set out for the fabulous city of New 
York, on Wednesday, March 3. The 
weather prior to our departure was per-
fect and we awaited the day with great 
anticipation. So what happens? On Wed-
nesday, Southern Ontario was engulfed 
in one of the worst snow storms of the 
past winter and our forthcoming adven-
ture seemed to be literally snowed in. 
But as I stated, these were brave individ-
uals and so, after thawing out the door 
handles and the trunk of the huge 
Cadillac, oops, I mean Austin, (sorry 
G. D.), we started on our way. 
The main reason for the journey was 
to get a first-hand look at the United 
Nations and see how it operated. We 
had all seen pictures of its new head-
quarters and had heard a lot of talk 
about its functions, so naturally we 
thought that the two days we were to 
spend at the building would be very edu-
cational. Just to show you how wrong 
four people can be, I would like to tell 
you now what happened. 
Friday morning we walked from our 
hotel room to the U.N. full of enthus-
iasm. At 10.00 a.m. we were to meet 
with the delegates from the University of 
Western Ontario and take the tour as 
one body. We arrived at the information 
desk and asked the girl where we were 
to go. She gave us a blank stare (as 
only Americans can do) and then made 
three phone calls before she finally found 
out what to do with us. We were shipped 
off to one of the conference rooms to 
find a volunteer ';VOrker of the U.N. wait-
ing to tell us cbout its beginning and 
what it was trying to accomplish at the 
present time. We were then given tickets 
which permitted us to listen to a small 
committee debate o\! some problem in 
Africa. This was to take place at 1. 15, 
so we went back uptown for dinner. We 
arrived back at the United Nations and 
proceeded to go to Conference Room 2 
where this debate was to be in progress. 
Much to our dismay we found the room 
empty, so Earl went to see if we were i.n 
the right place. At the information 
booth, he was told that the members had 
decided to meet that morning instead of 
the afternoon. Naturally we were a little 
peeved, to say the least, but what could 
we do about it? At three o'clock one of 
the Canadian delegates, a Mr. Johnson, 
talked to us . After he was through, the 
four of us agreed that we had never 
heard a more uninteresting, dull, unedu-
cational speech before. He said absolutely 
nothing of any value in the space of one 
hour. I don't believe he finished one 
complete sentence. In fact he was so 
bad, that three of the group we were 
with actually fell asleep. To top it all 
off, he stood up before completing a 
sentence, stated that he was glad to have 
had the opportunity of speaking to us, 
mumbled something about ·meeting his 
boss, and then left. I don't know whether 
he was bored talking to us at not, but if 
he was, all I can say is that he should 
have been in our shoes in order to find 
out what boredom was really like. It 
didn't take us long to say good-bye to 
the United Nations as we were thorough-
ly disgusted with the whole thing. 
In closing, I would like to give you, 
the readers, some advice. If any of you 
would like to go to New York, stress fhe 
fact that you want to visit the United 
Nations. It is the best EXCUSE I know 
of. 
PAUL CLASS 
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COATS 
TEACH . ME TO PRAY 
Lord, when I am weary with toiling, 
Arid burdensome seem Thy commands, 
If my load should lead to complaining, 
Lord, show me Thy hands-
Thy nai !-p ierced hands, Thy cross-torn 
hands, 
My Saviour show me Thy hands. 
Christ, if ever my footsteps should falter 
And my heart be prepared for retreat, 
If desert or thorn cause lamenting, 
Lord, show me Thy feet-
Thy bleeding feet , Thy nail-scarred feet 
My Jesus, show me Thy feet. 
0, God, dare I show Thee . 
My hands and my feet? 
A. D. 
SUITS DRESSES SPORTSWEAR 
~_q~ 
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS by Bill Warden 
Should We Support N.F.C.U.S.? 
From St. Dunston's University, P.E.I., 
the editor of St. Dl,lnston's 'Red and 
White' praises very highly, the work of 
The Notional Federation of Canadian 
University Students for its work through-
out the post year. The editor from our 
fellow member university has pointed out 
several advantages and privileges we as 
members of this organization hove gain-
ed. 
Most important, a 'solid and lasting 
unity' has been estobli3hed among Cana-
dian students through the promotion of 
student interests and as o representative 
body at world student conferences. How-
ever, perhaps more important practically 
to the individual student ore some of 
the direct benefits which hove been sec-
ured. Here in Ontario, the prices of text 
books ore lower as ore train fares, and 
theatre rates. NFCUS has offered stu-
dents and professors low rates for travel-
ling abroad. 
For those who ore interested in con-
tinuing their education in another prov-
ince of the country, NFCUS hos provided 
scholarships whereby students from one 
region of the country may attend univer-
sity in any other region ot a cost no 
greater than that paid at their former 
school. 
During the post year, the most signifi-
cant project that NFCUS has undertak-
en has been the support of the Mossey 
Commission Recommendations for addi-
tional scholarships for university stu-
dents. This undertaking has been con-
tributed to by many of the students of 
this college through the signing of the 
petition which was posted on the bulletin 
board In February. 
For the Future 
I. The National Aspect. 
1. The NFCUS Notional Art Competi-
Compliments of ... 
tion and The Notional Short Story Con-
test were such a success that the On-
tario Region will recommend at the An-
nual Conference that they be') placed on 
on annual basis. To encourage students 
who hove ability in photography the On-
tario Region will also endeavour to es-
tablish a Photographic Solon which would 
be conducted similarly to the ~rt and 
short story contests. 
2. Many university students ore pay-
ing for their own education and at the 
some time they ore obliged to pay in-
come tax on the some basis as a person 
who works full time. NFCUS recognizes 
the students pi ight and hopes ro remedy 
the situation so that students would be 
allowed the basic $1,000 exemption plus 
whatever they pay out for tuition fees . 
II. The Local Aspect. 
1. Next year the NFCUS Committee 
of Waterloo hopes that it will be possi-
ble to invite a member university to 
Waterloo on on exchange week-end. If 
this is possible we feel that the points 
of interest in the college itself and the 
Kitchener-Woterloo area would be suf-
ficiently attractive to the visiting stu-
dents to reveal the splendid position that 
Waterloo holds in the community. 
·2. In a number of cities throughout 
Onto rio students hove found the loco I 
bus fares burdensome. Queen's Univer-
sity has reported that their students en-
joy free tronsporotion in Kingston . The 
Assumption Students of Windsor ore aid-
ed by preferred rates on their loc~l trans-
portation system. T ronsportotion is on- . 
other prob}em which NFCUS will hove to 
attock on a regional level. 
Whatever the student's problem may 
be, if it effects a representative student 
body it is also the problem of NFCUS. 
Make use of your organization. 
End. 
'i3~UJtlty· ~t4imin 
r UPo..P...&C: "s 
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ESPANA 
(Continued from page 9) 
beside its pools and realize that never 
more would you see mirrored in them 
s lender columns and carvings intricate 
as lace. 
Today you can sti ll look down an av-
enue ot arcnes or the distant hillSides of 
the Sacra Monte. Tne gracetul co1umns 
have stood proudly for seven cenrunes. 
The wistena and tne roses are oeountul 
in the gardens, but tne sulran is gone 
from the mus1c room. ::.o are tne musi-
cians who intoned strange cadences tor 
his pleasure. 
All tnis is part of the Spain that was, 
Now what ot tne ::.pam tnot is~ 
There are times at which there is a 
merging of the old and the new. Tnere 
is a suggestion of the desert in the wav-
ering, Uriental cry of tne f1amenco sing-
er; and somethmg of the hero worship 
that sent forth a conquering Cid still 
shouts itself hoarse on ::.unday after-
noons in the bull-rings. As the matador 
bows low before truly adoring masses 
the lowering sun catches the gleam of 
his "suit of lights" and inflames the 
gold sand of the arena. 
Neverthe less the ravages of americana 
are at work. Somewhat out of tune with 
Romans, Moors and Phoenicians is the 
spiraling popularity of "el futbol, " o r 
soccer. Every June the country works it-
self up into a frenzy over the Spanish 
version of the East-West final. Then the 
streets of Madrid resound far into the 
night with cheers on behalf of Bilbao, 
or Barcelona. And who knows? Perhaps 
on Sunday, day of the grand match, 
some of the regular bull-fight enth usiasts 
will turn renegade and catch the metro 
to the football field, instead. 
Misconceptions abound about present-
day Spain. Ever since lurid tales (many 
\ Of them regrettably true) reached this 
continent during that colossal fratricide 
that was the Spanish Civil War, in the 
late thirties, tourists have been wary 
aboL•t visiting Spain. And far some time 
Spain was just as wary of being visited. 
But for the past three or four years the 
Spanish government has (.been putting 
out the welcome mat in a most conspic-
uous, if genuine, fashion . 
This is evidenced everywhere. You 
may, at the French-Spanish frontier, be 
frustrated beyond belief at the endless 
queueing-up for undisclosed purposes in 
the customs house. You may cast uneasy 
glances through the window at the Mad-
rid-bound train lolling outside in the sun 
looking as if it might decide to surrender 
to the temptation to go no further on its 
prescribed course. You may, I suspect, 
be wild witn indignation, since you a re a 
n~wcomer to ::.pain and not yet used to 
this sort of thing. (By the end of the 
year you will have rea lized the utter 
futility of impatience!. But, however riled 
may be your temper, you will definitely 
not be smarting under any of the incivil-
ities so otten handed out on this side of 
the Atlantic, under the label of effi-
ciency. In Spain the bayoneted guards 
smile; so do the customs officials; so 
does the eternally patient man who 
checks your documents. People are court-
eous in a most disarming fashion wher-
ever you go. Quite soon your inner rant-
ings and ravings are making their way 
back to the frontier and you are going 
an your way without them. 
For who could dwell on the incommod-
ities of border-crossing when he sees, 
soon afterwards, the red-roofed mountain 
villas in the Spanish Pyrenees, or when 
he stands hypnotized by the window of 
the train corridor watching the rolling 
lands of Old Castille go by, the colour 
of terra cotta? 
When you ask the way in Madrid, you 
will be in for a surprise. Instead of be-
ing " told" the way, you will be shown. 
The eosy-yoing natives, (who don't like 
work, anyway) will be delighted to take 
you right to where you want to go. All 
thi s with more smiles. 
By this time you will find yourself 
willing to do without chrome-plated bur-
eaucracy. You will have begun to take 
Spanish life as you find it, making no 
comparisons. This is perhaps your first, 
but certainly not your least important, 
lesson. 
You will gradually learn other things: 
that the Spanish look with uncontrollable 
mirth on wearers of hats in general; that 
to eat qinner before two-thirty in the 
ofternoon in a Madrid restaurant will 
brand you as a foreigner (the natives 
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postpone the pleasure unti I ot least 
three); that it is both wise and "politic" 
to refuse offers of cold potato omelette 
made to you in a third class train com-
partment; that you can safely entrust 
your most treasured possessions to any-
one but a gypsy, and that all tales of 
ailing mothers, husbands or babies pre-
ferred by members of that race are not 
to be taken to heart, and that no Span-
iard ever gives alms to such. 
You will observe that Spanish senor-
itas swear by the latest in American 
film stars and Paris style trend5; that 
they wear high combs draped with lace 
mantilla only for the season's first bull 
fight, or for their cousin's wedding-
or their own. 
Should you spend the winter (in below 
freezing temperatures) in heatless apart-
ment houses you will concede that cen-
tral heating is still quite a good thing, 
but when spring comes as early as the 
beginning of March you will be so thor-
oughly beguiled that the memory of 
clenched and chattering molars will fade 
to nothing beneath a Spanish sun. 
DR. J. CROSS 
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MUSI NG 
(Continued from page 14) 
sentiol, complementary fixtures of our 
school? Is it true that we thin~ we might 
hove a better time at College without 
our instructors, who restrict our extra-
curricular activities by imposing such 
things on us as history term-papers? 
Obviously, such on attitude is s}mpto-
matic of serious pathology and, among 
other things, indicates a lock of under-
standing of, and appreciation for, the 
teachers. Perhaps I om projecting only 
my own shortcomings in this regard, but 
I believe that we, as students, often do 
not show our professors the due honour, 
respect, and appreciation we should. Yes, 
we attend their lectures and we may even 
Iough at their jokes, but that may be 
as for as our appreciation goes. Do we 
realize that our professors ore taking 
their task most seriously? I believe it is 
their sincere desire to import something 
to us which will contribute to our be-
coming better citizens and which will 
help us more competently to fill our 
place in society. 
Strange as it may seem, our profes-
sors must hove attended a university at 
one time or another, and though a few 
of them may be geniuses, I dare soy 
most of them worked hard while at 
school. They hove spent many years and 
much money trying to equip themselves 
for the noble task of teaching others-
you and me. Our professors ore challeng-
ing us to think maturely, to analyse and 
seek to solve our personal problems as 
well as those of a world about us. Per-
hops, in the bock of their minds, they 
are seeking to prepare us to toke their 
p~oce (presumptuous thought) when their 
term of office has terminated. 
I think that we hove as fine a group 
of professors at Waterloo College as con 
be found anywhere. We ore consciQUs 
of their sincerity and purpose. So to 
you, our worthy professors, we wish to 
express our gratitude and appreciation 
for your endeavors during yet another 
year on our behalf. As we write our 
examinations and disperse for the sum-
mer, we wi II try to honour your efforts. 
ARNOLD BAERG 
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"THE ROBE" STINKS 
(Continued from poge 3 ) 
Robe," I felt only disgust. I couldn't un-
derstand how people could be moved to 
tears, as some were. At first I thought 
that I was disgusted only because of the 
great disappointment of that much-ad-
vertised device which they call "Cinema-
scope". But from disappointment to 
disgust is no small step. So I started to 
reflect on the picture, comparing it with 
the book from which it was adapted, 
and which I also read and liked. Then 
I found that about the screen version 
there was nothing to reflect upon! The 
main plot (do you know which I mean?) 
had been drowned by a number of sub-
plots. In the end, there were so many 
stories running parallel that ane could 
not say which was which. But it must be 
conceded that screen adaptations of nov-
els can hardly ever be quite the same, 
because of the varying media and the 
difference in approach. Only the spirit 
or the theme should really be the same 
in either. And that is the ve ry point 
here: the screen adaptation of "The 
Robe" is a sad and ridiculous " mellow 
drayma, " because the theme of the ori-
ginal story has been crowded out by a 
lot of nonsense. Instead of the drama, 
and genuine drama it could have been, 
of Man 's search for God, there is a hel-
ter-skelter arrangement of quite spectac-
ular scenes which do not form a com-
posite whole, and which were selected 
I 
and enlarged upon only to cater to one 
group of movie goers : the mere vulgar! 
Who else wants to see, in human make-
believe, the Supreme Sacrifice of the 
Lord on the cross, accompanied by sheet-
metal thunder and a turbine-generated 
duststorm? And this is not a mere mat-
ter of taste. De gustibus non est disput-
andum? True, there is no debating this 
kind of taste! - And what about the 
rest of the picture? We can go back to 
the "recipe" mentioned above; it has 
been followed religiously also while "The 
Robe" was "manufactured." 
Summing up, I would say that the 
producers of "The Robe" tried to, and 
did, get away without a plot. There is 
no play as such, but there is a clever 
play with the audience and their reli-
gious feelings. The tactic is ruthless: by 
appealing to the religious feelings of the 
masses (and these must, incidentally be 
very primitive, since "The Robe" was 
quite a hit) most criticism was silenced 
(my goodness, people might think one 
is against religion .. . l. To that I say: 
if "The Robe" is "religious," then I am 
definitely against religion. 
And now you can jump me, and after-
ward write another letter to the studio, 
giving the advertising manager another 
lift of his ego by telling him that the 
one outrageous critic of "The Robe" has 
been successfully done away with. 
WILLY FRITZ. 
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THE MATADOR 
(Continued from page 13) 
was scored. He wasn't supposed to kill 
a bull today, only do some pass work. 
Why, he didn't even know how to kill a 
bull. " How did I ever get into this?" he 
thought, but already thousands of eyes 
were upon him. The noise died down to 
a hush as the bullfighter march was 
played, then swelled again when the 
huge bull was let loose. To Sidney it 
seemed bigger and fiercer than any 
he hod ever seen. He led it gracefully 
through a few routine passes and the 
crowd applauded generously. But what 
was he to do now? He had learned n::> 
more. 
Gradually he came to, faintly hearing 
the voice of the matador, "You have 
been lucky twice my friend, do not ex-
pect it again. Go out and get your re-
venge." 
Still nervous, Sidney went back in. 
"Hi, torro! " he yelled, brilliantly lift-
ing the cape as the bull charged by. He 
couldn't tell whether he was brave or 
just plain crazy. Again the enraged ani-
mal rushed by, but this time it was too 
close for comfort and Sidney jumped for 
cover of the pens. 
" Whew' That was a close call," he 
thought. A coke bottle crashed near him 
and he- became aware that the crowd 
was very impatient. People were stamp-
ing their feet, whistling and hurling ob-
scenitis. Bottles were flying in all di -
rections. 
"Get out there and kill the bull," 
credit someone. " Don ' t you know that the 
crowd can be more dangerous than the 
bull." 
" But I don ' t know how," yelled S~ d­
ney. " I shouldn't have been billed to · 
ki II one in the first place." 
" It's too late for that now," said thl 
stranger. "I will tell you what to do. The 
'picadores' have weakened him for you 
by prodding him with their spears, and 
made him lower his head by sticking 
him with darts. There is a tiny spot be-
tween the shoulders about the size of a 
half dollar which is now exposed. This is 
the only place where you can stab the 
brute and penetrate the heart . It kills 
him in a dignified way by a clean inter-
nal hemorrhage. Now, with the sword in 
your right hand, wait until he lowers his 
head, then lean over his horns, thus, 
take careful aim, and lunge forward-
so! Now go to it ." 
With hi s red cloth, a muleta and a 
sword the size of a yardstick, Sidney ap-
proached the bull. He was hysterical and 
hadn't the slightest idea what he was 
going to do next. The huge brown back 
moved forward, and the blood-stained 
mouth and sharp horns reached out for 
him . It was now or never. He waited for 
a second; then deftly thrust the sword 
down hard. The bull sank slowly to its 
knees. He had made a pe rfect kill . 
MICHAEL WAGNER. 
QUALITY CHOCOLATES 
are made with the finest of ingredients and rich in wholesome 
goodness. 
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SPORTS 
(Continued from page 12) 
enough interest and it locked organiza-
tion. A team did represent the College 
at Guelph in the Intercollegiate Meet in 
February. 
CURLING 
Curling, in its third year at the Col-
lege, proved to be on interesting sport 
to many. Jim Lehnen's team, consisting 
of Schenk, Woodman, and Martin, won 
top honours, defeating Ken Kroft. 
The Intercollegiate team lost out to 
Toronto in the finals at Guelph early in 
March. 
SWIMM ING 
Yes, there was swimming at the "Y" 
for those who wonted to use the pool on 
Thursday afternoons. Many, including 
Polson, McWatters, Cusack, and Herbert, 
were seen flipping their fins at these 
sessions. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
The girls participated in the sports 
programme under the able leadership of 
"Crafty" Cotter. By all reports, the girls 
hod fun playing against St. Mary's, 
K.C.I., Western and Guelph. The team 
was stocked ,with such stalwarts as Jo 
(Bulldog) Meyer, Cathy Erb, Doris Beatty, 
and Anno Dipple. 
Early in the fall a carload of girls 
(properly escorted) represented the school 
at the Western Track Meet, but little is 
known of the results. 
CARDS 
This proved •o be the most popular 
form of recreation . Hearts and Bridge 
vied for top place in the popularity poll, 
but, from the pcrticipoting point of view, 
they prevailed over all other games, with 
the sharks setting up quarters in the 
cafeteria and common rooms. 
Then there was the fight on T.V. in 
the cafeteria which was another sport-
ing attraction that was offered to the 
students. 
Thanks must be given to Dr. McKoy, 
<:Jur Athletic Director, for helping out to 
the best of his knowledge in the sports 
programme through the year. With 
more help next year, we ore looking for-
word to having him at our helm once 
again. 
In retrospect, the season wasn't too 
successful, but a year's experience was 
gained and, with a new programme plan-
ned for the fall, all are hoping that the 
opening of the new building next year 
will bring forth better results in the 
athletic field. 
SCOTTY FERGUSON, Esq. '57 
STATIC 
(Continued from page 11 ) 
A. "SON OF BELLE STAR"-Fobu-
lous-the hero is a gun-toting, poolroom-
type character, who murders about nine-
ty-seven innocent bystanders while he 
struggles to prove that he was framed 
for the first job he ever pulled; the hero-
ine is a delightfully Indian-type brood 
with a face that would stop Big Ben 
and whose only line seemed to be "You 
gringo dogs, you gringo dogs" terrific 
eh? The plot's swell too. Sonny Boy, af-
ter killing the sheriff, his girl, and all 
the rest of the cost, is shot down like a 
dowg . by Leo Gorcey while he (Gorcey) 
was walking across the lot to another 
set-as I said, fobulousey. 1 
B. "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND 
TABLE"-A colourful extrovogoonzo-
oll I've gol to soy about Hollywood's 
latest anti-cultural is that the director 
should hove reread "King Arthur," Al-
gernon Gisch's "Notes on acting for pre-
school age kiddies" and Lord Byron's 
fascinating little book "Plumbing for Be-
ginners"-but then maybe they'd be a 
little too deep for him. 
Well, gong, see you next year-that is 
if I con maintain on F overage in cro-
cheting 20 and stay in my course-by 
the way in your studying remember my 
motto "Dolce for niente"-which, freely 
translated, is "Peel me another grope, 
dohling." 
End 
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APRIL IN DENMARK 
It is a good thing to realize early in 
life that people cannot be "typed," that 
they ore individuals. But, "s·ans doubt," 
you've already done so. It's difficult to 
escape, for we do notice the manifesta-
tions of certain traits of character that 
make one person similar to another, and 
so "type" that person and place him 
in a category with a host of others. 
It's probably true that Freud is just 
now becoming the rage in Canada, while 
fading out of popularity in other coun-
tries. That is, we understand, due to our 
time log. Psychoanolysing your best 
friends and worst enemies is very amus-
ing, but one does make them deplorably 
dull by doing so, ., especially when it 
means relegating them to a file behind 
on index cord. 
I've noticed at Waterloo College dur-
ing the post three years ; (perhaps it 
was so before and will be ;;o after) that 
there seem to be only two files which 
come under the single trait index cord 
-FRUSTRATION .. mole and female. 
Of course, we hove both frustrated intro-
verts and frustrated extroverts, so we 
ore making progress. In this way one is 
almost given a chance to differ from the 
next man. 
Some highly intelligent figure who, no 
doubt grew tired of being just frustrated 
and sought to establish his orig inality, 
introduced himself as the guy with "a 
main maladjustment." Being really smart 
he wouldn't tell what this was. 
Let me draw your attention to the 
fact that we hove our artists, for whom 
technical language is really too, too dull. 
They stick to a Freudian interpretation 
and with their creative minds, hove add-
ed clever new type names. Certain indiv-
iduals hove the indubitable honour' of 
being "squirrels." Squirrels may be a 
fraternity, or even a subversive organ iza-
tion , but whatever and whoever they 
may be, I suggest we study 'em. 
You're not a frustrated introvert or 
extrovert, of course; and, for myself, if 
this limited categorical choice is not in 
some manner extended, it's only fair 
that we should be granted free tickets 
to Denmark. In that way, with permea-
tions and combinations, one could be a 
female frustrated mtrovert or a mole 
frustrated introvert or a mole frustrat-
ed extrovert or mole frustrated extrovert 
or a combination frustrated pervert; 
which does allow some variety. 
... And, oh my goodness, I almost 
forgot: there is a wee itsy bitsy element 
among us which ore almost extinct-
everyone I've talked to says there's real-
ly only one left and modestly declines 
to nome that person. They are the in-
tellectuals; being much cleverer than the 
rest, they can type you in a word and 
analyse all your tendencies. They hove a 
prodigious store of knowledge all about 
you. YOU might be surpri sed; but noth-
ing phases THEM. They hove hod a 
very brocd exper ience of life and they 
wont hesitate to tell you just how brood. 
Their know ledge of literature is unlimit-
ed, encompassing almost all that has 
been on their prescribed course of study 
plus Mickey Spillane. I' m really too kind. 
Do not mis'take me. These individuals do 
know a few things; but finding such a 
vast void in their companion's minds, 
Students ore invited to join the 40,000 Waterloo County c i cr; with Savings 
Accounts at .. 
Kitchener 
dke 
WATERLOO TRUST 
AND SAVINGS COMPANY 
Waterloo Galt Preston 
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or seeming to find such a void, they ore 
encouraged out of all proportion to their 
powers, and so, bless our numb tongues 
and addled brains, we ore forced to 
listen to these sophisticated spirits drib-
ble on and on and on .... Ah but toke 
heed, ye deficient in understanding, they 
hove opened a new category to you. If 
you imitate carefully, you too can be a 
bore in just oh so few easy lessons; you 
may even choose any degree of bore you 
like. 
I'm scarcely able to believe it, but it's 
rumoured there is another "type" cate-
gory fast ascending . . . insect type 
known as "bar fly" or "pub grub," but 
I haven't noticed any index cords for 
them. 
"Spike" McNair thinks that he may 
be the only labelled "profanitist" hav-
ing received anonymous letters to that 
effect; there is a fairly exclusive type 
category which most of us could attain 
to, providing we'd spice up our mono-
syllables. 
~ 
Then there are those sexy ones. If 
you would like to get into the "S" file, 
but feel you just don't measure up, then 
girls, read the advertisements in "True 
Confessions"; and, boys, Little Theatre 
will advise you where to buy quantities 
of false hair for your chests, and the 
glue to go with it. 
Well stoodents, that's approximately 
the magnitude of the dastardly situation, 
and I fear there's a final gloomy note . 
Our highly intelligent friend's main mol-
adjustment has just been diagnosed. Sad, 
but the ultimate word has been declar-
ed .... FRUSTRATED!!!! ... a be 
a bo ... a bee a bee +$%& etc. 
B. M. 
SEMINARY 
(Continued from page 5) 
' 
reveal another person who shares these 
doubts. Everyone agrees that these boys 
haven't a thing to worry about. 
Our prayers and best wishes go with 
each of them. May God guide them, so 
tha t their light may continue to shine 
brightly in their respective congregations, 
their Conferences, and their Synod. The 
future holds no terrors for those who 
walk with God. May He be their con-
stant companion as they go forth to 
their respective parishes, and may they 
always put their trust in Him. 
God bless you all in your ministry, so 
that you may bring forth fruit abund-
antly. 
A. K. 
~~:J 
MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR 
32 King St. E. Kitchener 
TH E CORD STAFF WISHES 
EVERYONE SUCCESS 
ON THEIR EXA.MINAT IONS 
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AT GRADUATION TIME 
, 
An exchange of photo-
graphs with classmates cre-
ates bonds of friendship you 
will treasure through the 
years. 
&'i?L 
I 
PHOTOG llAP HEll 
Dunker Building Kitchener Ont. 
FOR YOU: THE FUTURE 
Your future advancement, both cultural and material, 
will depend on mony factors, none more important than your 
use of the years immediately following your graduat ion from 
high school. 
Never before has university training been deemed so im-
perative for young people who are sincerely interested in 
making the most of their capabilities. 
If you are interested, the Univers ity of Western Ontario 
is ready to tell you of its wide-ranging educational facilities, 
to show you how Western can meet yo:..~r needs. By wr iting to 
the Registrar now y::>u may obtain an interesting illustrated 
folder which outlines Admission Requirements, Courses, 
Scholarships and Fees. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO 
LONDON, CANADA 
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TWO IN ONE 
A life insurance policy does two important 
things: it provides protection for dependents 
and, at the same time, provides the best organ-
ized plan of saving ever devised. 
You owe it to yourself to enjoy the benfits 
of both these important features which are com-
bined in a I ife insurance pol icy. Consult a 
Mutual Life of Canada representative today 
about the kind of pol icy best suited to your 
needs. 
THE 
MUTUALI!H 
o.F CANADA 
Head Office Waterloo, Ont. 
Established 1869 
"PROTECT WHILE YOU SAVE" 
ACME PRINTERS . KITCHENER, ONT. 
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